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What is the default Toast(Context) implementation in android? In android, what is the default implementation of Context.toast(Text,
Context.LENGTH_SHORT) A: Since Android API level 4.0 this code: Toast.makeText(context, message, length); is depreciated and is
not supposed to be used directly. For an example how to use it read the documentation of Toast.makeText() method: Note: Since

API level 4.0 you should use the following pattern instead: Toast.makeText(context, message, length) This method is now
deprecated. ( android.util.AttributeSet, int)) Home Improvement Ideas For Your Kitchen May 16, 2017 Your kitchen is, without a

doubt, the most crucial place for your family to hang out in your home. The kitchen is the hub of your home where you feed your
family, entertain your friends and where the kids act out their adventures. A new kitchen puts a fresh start for your family but if you
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would like to renovate a kitchen that is already in a good shape, then it will definitely be a good choice. For people who are
interested in home improvement ideas for their kitchen, here are some things you can look into. Go for a Concealed Design If you
want a modern kitchen which comes in with a subtle design, go for a concealed design. They come in with modern designs that
allow you to see the beauty of your kitchen. You have a lot of options which could help you in concealing your kitchen. There are
materials which are available in the market that can help you in concealing your kitchen. You can find doors which have wooden
textures, wallpapers and hardware which will look attractive. New and Innovative Kitchens If you are spending a lot of money on

renovating your kitchen, then you can make it more modern. From the color of the wall to the appliances, kitchen components are
also varied with designs and color options. You can even replace your old cabinets with new ones. If you would like to get new

cabinets
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